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MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

SUBJECT: CUBA AB A BASE FOR SUBVERSION

To prepare a country-by-country analysis in to Ma <, McCone’ s

sta tements to the Stennis Committee:
1. "Every American country/ has a Conminlst apparatus 

of greater or leaser extent, depending upon the country, and the 

leadership, Every one of them are linked in an intimate way to Havana, 

and from Havana to Mcscow. There is no question shout the fact that 

this is the bridgehead of comnwnism into all of latlh America*
2. ’’/Central and South America/ will erode BW <juite rapidly, 

In my opinion /if we don’t get the Communists out <a aasZ*"

Include in this analysis an estimate of the strengths and weaknesses 

and future prospects of comunism in Latin America and the extent to which 

the strengths and future prospects could be influenced by either continu

ation or removal of a Communist government in Cuba,

FACTS BEARING ON

See country tabs which are appended.

During Shd Immediately after the crisis the reputation of Castro and 

the Soviets fell in Latin America, even among ardent supporters of Castro/ 

Communism, Castro w criticized for handing Cuba over to the USSR and was

later derided for being ignored by his ally. The Soviets were held to be 

blatantly aggressive in moving into Cuba with missile bases. Later, they

ISSUING OWXCSB .4^-—

WORM-
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nofork- 
lost face for backing off from the U.S. quarantine and further possible 

sanctions. For the moment at least the climate was hostile to subversion 

by local activists and to penetration by the Soviet government.

Sy now the bitter edge of the reaction has worn off and the situation 

in the area has come increasingly to reseirible wfaat it was pre-crisis. 

There is still a real attraction among leftists for revolutionary solu

tions to problems of backwardness. Support from Havana is better than 

none at all in the view of the Latin American revolutionary left. More* 

over, the Soviet Union continues to be attractive io established govern

ments which seek to reduce their dependence on the U.S.

The Soviets will try to hold their position In Cuba and at the 

sama time they will continue to search for new routes into Latin America. 

Both the Soviets and Castro are aware that a Communist regime in Cuba, 

should it be able to demonstrate to Latin America an ability to flourish 

economically, inproving living standards and maintaining the pretense that 

lands have been distributed to the common man, would represent an appealing 

example to the rest of the Western Hemisphere* Cuba was more prosperous 

than most of Latin America before Castro | there are indications that even 

at the current level of Soviet economic aid it can by 1965 become so again. 
a

Furthermore, Cuba has provide^ Jfoscow/Havana doctrinal blend in the way of 

training facilities in the Western Hemisphere, well suited for the indoctrin 

ation of revolutionary tactics in Latinos in familiar climate and mores. 

Moscow’s and Havana’s objectives may not always be identical, but they 

have proven sufficiently compatible for a modus operand! thus far.

The Soviets are probably not trying to create another Cuba as such. 

They will probably concentrate on Brazil, Chile and Argentina—more or



—N-O F ORN - 
less in that order. Brazil currently offers the most promising opportunity 

for long-range Soviet exploitation. Venezuela’s close ties with the U.S.

tend to rule out a Soviet attempt to foster neutralism there and for this 

reason continued Communist—and ^stroite—efforte to subvert the govern* 

ment are likely.

The Soviets* prime objective, expanding their influence over estab

lished governments, can be harmonized with Cuban-promoted subversion 

because of the variety of opportunities in the area. In fact, the Soviets 

can see a useful supporting role for Castro-sponsored violence in countries 

from which they are shut out. They will want Castro to avoid getting caught, 

however, fearing that this would Justify additional U.S. and Latin American 

measures against Cuba and create more problems for the USSR.

Ih short, while it Is true that every Latin American country has a 

Communist apparatus of greater or lesser extent, the evidence is that 

Moscow’s influence came first and continues independently in all Latin 

American countries, Including Cuba, while Castro’s influence is superim

posed on that of the USSR and only in some instances overshadows Moscow’s 

Influence. Xt would be proper to speak of Havana being a bridgehead into 

some^oarts. of latin America. Xt is misleading to conclude that ’‘There is 

no question about the fact that this is the bridgehead of communism into 

all of Latin America.”

With respect to the strengths, weaknesses, and future prospects of

Communism in Latin America, with or without Castro and a C< 1st Cuba,

it is well to bear in mind that conditions of poverty, backwardness, lack 

of educational opportunities, wealth concentrated into the hands of a very

few, etc., have made Latin America susceptible to extremist solutions

NW 65360
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(of the Right or Left) for many years* This is a chronic disease of the 

area. Moscow found some support in every Latin American country long

before Castro’s Cuba came into beingj were Cuba to sink beneath the 

waves tomorrow, Moscow’s influence, directly or through other interned!- 

arise, would continue to be felt.

While ^McCone* a judgment that Ccrasinism will sake great strides 

In Latin America sight prove to be true, it weald be laisleading to attri- 

bate this solely to Cnstro/CosBunisa and Cuba. It is a feet that Castro’s 

violent revolutionary appeals have seised the imaginations of (primarily)

that "(Central and South Aiaerica)will erode &&& quite rapidly, in ay

opinion (if we don’t get the Ccwsuniats cut of Cuba)* exaggerates the role 

and influence of Cuba. The question is a oosplex one which involves (a) 

some Id countries which are sore strongly influenced by Castro/Cosounisa - 

such as Venezuela? (b) some LA countries which are sore strongly Influenced 

by Mobcow/Comsunies - such as firazilj (c) some LA countries in which Leftist 

splinter parties split the influence! and (d) indications of conflict be- 

ti««n Moscoe &&& ft&vana. Ko generalisation sem adequate on current evidMme.*

Hb discussion of Cuba as a base for subversion would be eooplete 

wittout reference to Ckssamist Chinese influanee, direct and indirect, 

direct influence, unfortunately, cannot be assessed adequately on the 

basis of our current intelligence. (One examples the numbers of Chinese

CoREHunist advisors in Cuba have been variously estimated as 30 in one ease, 

and 3,000 in another.) The indirect evidence, while presumptive, relates 

to the close ideological and tactical agreement between, for instance, 

Che Quevara’s work on guerrilla warfare sad that of Mao Tse^Tung. furthermore,

WORM
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WFORR

at the time of the missile crisis in Cubs., huge demonstratlGns In favor of 

Castro's "five points" took place in China. Previous to the nissile crisis, 

w hat reports that the numerically small Chinese cosasunity in Cuba hat 

Mm tmAflrtp ftwamfri!. ChfttMB <w»iw>l. After th* *1*811© 4W&tilinill£

t© tne present, vse have received ©©serous umMmfuwsed reports rrcm iwki^pfss 

that one form of Castro’s annoyance with the Soviets for removing the 

MUM* wes> misw m&s a threat to turn to coMMunist cnina *or •uppwrtf pbxs$ 

Imtwwf, is Infeasible fear the Chinese to (Ripply w& any* he dlwlssed as 

aian*. Hhst Castro** isBoatlent wsh fear guerrilla actions ewrwbere he 

oah wensee in s^-**** JtaHuMbea mre nearly xeaosibljt* the CkKMK&oist Chlneae 

&&MK at the waffwtt than the Soviet, is haww^ aueetiem. etimiw. that 

the CCMMunlat Chinese eeph©sie on ag^a^ta** rolle<rt»iviaatloo (however 

^aeeeeeetMl.) in acre directly explicable to Cuba, and by extension to 

Latin America, aa apposei to the Soviet drive toward heavy industry, 

emly cannot haw been overlooked either by Mao Tse-dhxag or by Cato.,

Wreonnl attraction in virtually evwv countrr la Latin AaMr^aa during 

and iisBBediately aftay the crisis. Whe decline w nartieularlr wtlwable 

®atmg labor grot^, leftist intellectuals, and politicians. Bis ise^e 

w met seriously tarolshed ensng the aon«mml8t popular groups which 

foraierly had either syagpathisad passively with Ma anti-U. 8. gyrations or

• *1 -> *
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had actively supported him in one way or another within their own countries* 

Many former supporters expressed shock and disillusionment at the evidence 

of his subservient relationship to Moscow. These and others have had 

second thoughts regarding the wisdom of depending upon unconditional 

support from the So viet Union in attests to achieve independence from U.S. 

^imperialism".

tag much of the revolutionary left, the trend of discussion shifted 

to the need for indigenous, nationalist revolutions, and away from inter

nationalism and alliance with M3scow--orlented Communists and Fidelistas. 

Castro has been rejected as a leader of the papular revolutionary move* 

meat in the hemisphere by many noncommunist leftists, but they are uncertain 

as to where nwt to turn.

A larger part of the public, formerly passive or hostile toward Castro 

derided him as a weak puppet and as a tool used by the Soviets primarily 

to further their own national interests. The Latin public, always deeply 

stirred by affronts to personal dignity, was disturbed by Castro’s exclusion 

from the crucial stage of the U.S.-Soviet negotiations over his country’s fate 

and by his Inability to prevent the withdrawal of ths weapons systems which 

he regarded as vital to Cuba’© defense. The crisis caused many moderate 

center and conservative groups to be more aware of the aggressive alms of 

the USSR in this hemisphere and of the threat posed by Cuba as an operational 

base for the Soviets. M the same time, they were heartened by the decisive 

U.S. response.

In those countries bordering the Caribbean, the crisis heightened 

pressures for a final and definitive solution to the Cuban problem, and in 

the aftermath there has been fear that the U.S. resolve would weaken and that

•FStCTE'
5

NereRR
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Castro’s position would, be ensured. In most countries of South America, 

however, popular antagonism toward Castro resulting from the crisis has 

cool®! and many people regard the affair as ended by the U.S. show of 

resolve.

b» Subversive capability momentarily lessiwied—The decline in 

Castro's prestige as a result of the missile crisis has at least for the 

moment reduced his capability for subverting popular groups and moving 

them into action against their own governments and against U.S. Interests. 

With the decline in receptivity among popular groins to Castro's blandish** 

ments, local Fidelistas have encountered greater difficulty in mobilizing 

mass support for autigovernmant strikes, violence, and demonstrations on 

other than local issues. Pro-Castro agitators are concentrating their 

efforts Increasingly in the Interior as they have done in Peru recently. 

In addition, there has been an increase in sabotage and other violence 

perpetrated by extremists, of the sort not requiring the participation 

of large popular groups, yet designed to provoke drastic counter-measures 

by governments and to increase popular antlgovemment sentiment.

c. Aepeals for revolution continue—Meanwhile. Castro continues 

his now familiar appeal for revolution in Latin America on the Cuban model. 

Mis subversive apparatus remains essentially intact . The Cuban news agency

in at least four major.cities. Havana radio 

continues its schedule of broadcasts in support of antigovernmant groups 

in other Caribbean countries, and Cuba's diplomatic missions in Brazil, 

Bolivia, Chile, Mexico, and Uruguay still serve as is^ortant channels 

for subversion and propaganda, The hard-core element among pro-Castro 

leftist organisations continues to function—in some cases (Ecuador and 

w-stew**9™*-
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Peru) with the expectation of increased material aid from Cuba.

2. Castro*s options to restore his appeal 

a. Course ofpsuedo-independence foreseen—Fidel Castro’s intransi

gent posture against on-site inspection at the time of Soviet Deputy Premier 

Mikoyan’b visit raised Ms stock in at least a few countries. His claims 

to have got the better of the U.S. in the recent prisoner exchange may be 

expected to have a similar effect. Moreover, merely staying in power in 

Cuba when the logical outcome of the crisis seemd to many to indicate his 

downfall has taken the bitter edge off reaction against Castro among some 

anti*8*S* groups.

Castro probably stands to gain most by adopting a public posture 

independent of Soviet political domination while at the same time attempting 

to demonstrate in Cuba the benefits of economic association with the 

socialist camp. Such a policy of ’’pseudo-independence” would Involve a 

minimum of fundamental policy reorientation. Castro’s independent political 

course might be easily developed through public harangues: a propaganda 

campaign calling for violent rebellion and guerrilla warfare in the country

side, less emphasis upon Marxist-Leninist dogma, re-enunclation of the 

’original* 26th of dtoly ideals, and a softening in the appearance of his 

domestic programs.

b* Soviets * resnonse-*T^ Soviets would welcome Castro’s efforts to 

demonstrate independence and would probably tolerate his militant stance 

in Latin America if it did not run counter to Soviet policy* They would 

hope that by helping him to refurbish his image, they could restore some 

of his value as an agent of political subversion among restive popular

7
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groups. A campaign of independent-sounding oratory would allow Castro to 

let off steam and preen his vanity without having measurable effect upon 

Soviet ’peaceful’ policy objectives elsewhere in Latin America.

At the seme time, a few big ‘impact’ projects in Cuba 

SfS would seem to vindicate Castro’s policy of close economic cooperation

with the USSR in the eyes of Latins elsewhere» Such projects would reduce 

pressure for economic aid from the Cubans themselves and restore hope 

among potential revolutionaries of securing economic aid in defiance -of 

the U.S. without risking foreign political controls.

3* Soviet influence and standing in Latin America 

a. Soviets shared Castro’s logs of appeal—The Soviet Union shared 

Castro’s setback in almost every country of Latin America. The revelation 

Of its war-like intentions and its plans for secretly Installing an offen

sive base in Cuba detracted from its carefully-cultivated image as a peace- 

loving nation. In areas within range of the Soviet missiles, it aroused 

for the first time an awareness of the danger of nuclear destruction.

Many leftist intellectuals who are still drawn to the Cuban 

model condemned the Soviet Union for its cynical exploitation of the revolution 

for its,own purposes. To some extent, they shared the general disdain felt 

by moat Latins for what appeared as a cowardly backdown from risky con- 

frontatlon with the U.S. ; .

Nevertheless, the rationale for Soviet behavior propounded by 

Moscow and by local communist parties as well—that the Soviet tactics have 

succeeded in guaranteeing Cuba’s safety from U.S. invasion—has been accepted 

। by those who have a strong desire to maintain their faith. Moreover, although

the Soviet actions during the crisis period detracted from the reputation of

MW 65360
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the Soviet Union in Latin America, they are not likely to have lasting

ill- effects on the usual type of Soviet moves to expand their influence 

in the area.

b. *>BCW behavior criticized by fatin eownmiatA—Piare are few

indications of any change in relations between Hbscov and local Latin American

1st parties, although the communist parties have undergone varying

degrees of soul-searching and recrimination. Parties have found it more 

difficult to get members out in the streets for propaganda projects and

dewnstrations since late October. 3h Argentina and Guatemala, communist 

leaders have been asked for explanations of the Soviet moves by party

members who viewed the withdrawal as a humiliation for Cuba. 3h Peru,

Costa Rica, and Venezuela, longstanding rifts within the parties over 

personalities said local policies have been widened by disagreement on the 

wisdom of the Soviet actionsj most of the ’old guard’ supports the Soviet 

policy and many ’young turk* dissidents condemn it as a show of weakness. 

According to one report, demoralization of Ecuadorean communists has been 

severe enough to threaten a takeover by Peiping-liners.

U. Crisis* effect on governmental relations with the and Cuba 

The missile crisis led to changes in the attitudes of a number of 

governments toward the Soviet Union and dimmed the possibility of new 

diplomatic gains by the Soviets in some countries. It also caused several 

of the five governments maintaining diplomatic ties with Cuba to consider 

breaking relations with the Castro regime.

The crisis enabled President Faz Estenssoro of Bolivia to move

ahead—if only momentarily—in his effort to keep Bolivia allied with 

the Vest. The left-wing faction of Faz’s governing MNR party had been 

PKp-SEGRt' -worn
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pressing him to adopt a new program of "positive neutralism", hostile 

to the U.S., strongly pro “Cuban, and involving closer aid and trade ties 

with the bloc* Resistance by the public to the new leftist line grew 

as a result of the crisis and permitted the government to lay aside for 

ths time being consideration of closer relations with Moscow.

Mexico, which had remained aloof from strong efforts to block Soviet 

penetration into this hemisphere, turned its legalistic approach to world 

problems against the USSR. It accused the Soviets of intervening in the 

internal affairs of Cuba and of denying the Cubans self-determination in 

matters pertaining to their own welfare* With the relaxation of the 

crisis, however, the Mexican (Government was able to avoid taking a forth

right stand on Cuba and has now determined now to prejudice domestic 

politics by breaking with Cuba.

The first flush of enthusiasm in favor of breaking diplomatic ties 

with Cuba by other countries like Mexico which still retain them has 

dissipated In the pfet-crisis atmosphere. In Chile, which might have 

broken with Castro under U.S. pressure in the early days of the crisis, 

domestic political considerations again hold sway and the government is 

unwilling to give leftist opposition groups a political windfall by 

arousing pro-Cuban sympathies, hi Uruguay, popular sentiment In favor 

of a break has quieted down, and politicians prefer to let the Issue lie. 

In Brazil, the developments in the Caribbean have been offset by domestic 

economic problew which are straining relations with the U.S. and inclining 

President Goulart to look to the bloc for economic aid.

5* Soviets1 post-crisis views of their capabilities and opportunities 

a. M la^t^g damage foreseen—The Soviets probably think of their 

capabilities and opportunities in Latin America in much the same way as



they did. before the missile crisis. They see no lasting damage to their 

influence in the area despite temporary anti-Castro, anti-Soviet reactions. 

Salvage from the crisis includes the presence of Soviet troops and advanced

defense systems in Cuba.

Seen through Eiist eyes, Latin America is ripe for violent social 

revolution. The Alliance for Progress recognized this possibility, and yet, 

so the Soviets probably believe, is powerless to produce the social and 

economic changes needed to alter the trend. Reform proposals only make 

the economic elite nervous and the population restless. The prospects for 

evolutionary reform are nil because of the elite’s predatory and defeatist 

outlook. The Latin form of capitalism is fundamentally different from 

that in Western Mir ope, where increased production and wider distribution 

of goods is creating modern industrial democracy on the U.S. pattern.

According to the Soviet view, many dominant groups in leading

Latin American countries, now in control or with a good chance to take over, 

are ready to seek a way out of their frustrations by maneuvering between 

the two great powers. Populist forces, although shocked by the missile 

crisis, are again deeply absorbed in their own problems. These groups are 

trying to appear as advocates of rapid change, Por this reason, they are 

available as allies to the side demonstrating the most force and confidence 

in pressing for radical change.

The revolutionary left, moreover, lacks another alternative. In

the revolutionary left view, Castro’s economic failure is not critical since

WWWeconomic development is secondary to "social Justice". The revolutionary 

left is driving to upset the established order and to rebuild on a

totalitarian model, not to maximize (2CP. The Cuban example shows social

W^SECRLT -weRN- 
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revolution is possible, even in a small country near the United States, 

if the Soviets lend a helping hand.

b. AnotherCuba not desired--The Soviets are obviously aware of 

a Vide range of very different possibilities* Hany of the countries are 

fairly similar to Cuba, viz., Central -American and Andean republics. In 

the Soviet view one ally of Cuba's quality is probably enough for now. Cuba 

is a test-proved ease of how far the Soviets can go in the area, and the 

point is now made, hi setting up shop in Cuba, moreover, the Soviets 

have become aware of the problems and expense involved, and they now 

recognise, since the missile crisis, that there is a limit on returns to 

be expected.

Some countries probably interest the Soviets as trouble spots 

where agitation by Castro/Communist forces can have a destructive impact 

on reform movements and governments now amenable to Soviet ties and influence. 

The governments in these countries, which are among the most hostile to 

the Soviets in any case, can be harassed through popular pressures, 

sabotage, and other means.

c. Cferngntratlonon more developed countries likely--If the Soviets 

are not wording fw a proliferation of satellite regimes in Latin America, 

their focus is probably on some of the larger countries which can be seen 

as hesitating between dependence on the U.S. and a new course. These 

countries, in the Soviet view, can be pushed from a status quo economic 

and political alignment with the U.S. into neutralism, relying on Western 

and Eastern Europe, holding the U.S. at arms length, and sooner or later 

breaking through to violent social revolution.



>1 opening new courses for the major Latin American countries,

Cuba has been and continues to be the key, though not the model. It 

stands for a pledge of Soviet support encouraging governments to use 

existing U.S. assets (outstanding loans, private investments) as leverage 

to force new U.S. aid without any fluid pro flup in the shape of reform.

d. Brazil a prim objective—The preferred targets for Soviet

planners are probably those countries where the U.S. has a large stake, 

where the political system is responsive to popular pressures, and where 

the dominant forces are immersed in acute economic difficulties. Brazil 

must seem accessible and also crucial in Soviet planning. With the 

greatest potential of any Latin American country, Brazil is caught 

in a morass of economic and political problems. In seeking to solve 

these problems, the Goulart regime could take a course leading on to 

neutralism and even more radical solutions.

Goulart’s government, chafing at the conditions laid down by the

U.S. for economic aid, made suggestive gestures toward the USSR in the 

latter half of 1962, negotiating for expanded trade and exploring
I

possibilities for large-scale economic assistance. Such gestures were

/•' In part a tactic aimed at gaining U.S. concessions on the pre-conditions 

for aid. Goulart may well accept some Soviet economic offers and he 

might even accept large-scale Soviet aid in an effort to make his threat 

to the U.S. more credible.

Goulart, however, does not occupy a wholly secure position in

domestic politics. His moves are circumscribed by the tenuousness of 

his own position. It may be assumed that any Soviet response to his

NW 65360
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actions will take this factor into account, especially the contingency 

that an overly hasty and overly zealous response could lead to a reaction 

inside Brazil that would remove Goulart from power. Despite these 

limitations, the Soviets probably would be willing to pour substantial 

owns into Brazil.

For the longer run, they are not able to supply by then©elves 

an adequate substitute for U.S. aid. Brazil’s need to look to Western 

Europe for supplies, markets, and even capital would tend to discourage 

the Soviets from pushing for violent social revolution in Brazil. A 

reasonable Soviet target in Brazil is a neutralist government.

e. Other Soviet possibilities—»In other major countries of the 

area, the Soviets can probably see interesting situations,that promise 

returns through manipulation of governments to defy the U.S. and through 

support to populist movements linked with the Communists. The comnamist- 

linked popular front (FRAP) in Chile could win the Sections scheduled for 

I96U, open the way for a Chilean expropriation of U.S. copper company 

holdings, and move the country to neutralism. The future political course 

of Argentina is still uncertain enough to suggest desirable possibilities 

for a Peronist alliance with the Comunists and a resultant break with the 

United States.

Venezuela is a more complex problem. Because Venezuela is so 

closely interlocked with the U.S. economy, neutralism seems out of the 

question, and the Soviets probably consider Venezuela closer to the Cuban 

case than to opportunities in Argentina, Brazil and Chile. Moscow will 

thus probably exercise caution with regard to Venezuela. The same cannot 

be said of Havana, which hopes to exploit the serious tensions there 
Z ■iTv-Z ••,"

between rich and poor, old and young, local and foreign.

WK
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f. Soviets* advice to Castro • If Castro insists on playing a 

strong revolutionary role throughout latin America, he could induce strains 

in his relations with the Soviets. Overly militant tactics would run 

counter to higher Soviet strategy in some countries of the area, and in

others It might involve Soviet prestige in undesirably rishy situations. 

Nevertheless, Moscow will probably be willing to go along with Castro/ 

Communist subversive activity in certain cases. It has a real value in 

countries where neutralism has no future; it is a wans to precipitate - 

violent social revolution by imwbilizing government reform movements, 

mghtening vff and promoting the flight of doeestla

capital. While tolerating the destructive role that suits Castro’s nature, 

the Soviets will probably encourage him to stay out of the countries 

which they hope to propel into a neutralist course and to concentrate on 

those where Insurgency has a function.

1. Cmnmlst Qiinese BosVCrisis Views Of Sheir CtoaMUtles and 

aasESsiila.

a. Slno-Soviet Schism - Presumptively, the Communist Chinese 

must saw aa an attractive means to further their isositlon on violent 

revolution. efa* evidence consist* mostly of public iitstiWiiMintni by Chlnwe 

leaders which ths MES has reported. However, the parallel of Chinese 

Coiffiamist and Castro points-of-view on strategy strides all observers 

forcefully. While necessarily speculation, Castro’s reported pique with 

the Soviets, combined, with doctrinal agreement with the Chinese pleads 
T^ny ijnteiiigenae W^ysM bo believe that if China could supply Castro’s 

vitally needed economic help, the Cooxunist Chinese and Castro-Communists

iMhrin.ft r^QrORfl
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